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Belonging to the Middle-European and Mediterranean cultural and civilization circle and tradition, Croatia is extremely rich with valuable cultural and historical heritage, pointing to the millennium-old presence of Croatia in the area.

The Croatian language belongs to the group of South-Slavic languages, along with Slovene, Bosnian, Serbian, Montenegrin, Macedonian and Bulgarian. Croatian was the only European language that was written in three different scripts: angular Glagolitic (from the 9th century), Western Cyrillic (from the 12th century) and Latin (from the 14th century). With time the Latin script prevailed, but even in the 19th century we can still find some documents written in Glagolitic script.

CROATIAN FOR BEGINNERS
This is an introductory language course for students with little or no previous knowledge of Croatian. It is designed to establish a foundation in understanding, speaking, reading and writing of the Croatian language using basic vocabulary and grammar structures common to everyday situations.

CROATIAN INTERMEDIATE
This course is a continuation of the Croatian for Beginners programme. Otherwise placement in this course is based on entrance assessment (written and oral). It continues to build a foundation in understanding, speaking, reading and writing Croatian using vocabulary and grammar structures common to everyday situations.

* Cultural material will also be dealt with considerably during the courses through video and audio presentations and through student presentations on various topics related to Republic of Croatia.

WHY CROATIAN?
Croatian will give you advantages and opportunities in related careers such as:

- BUSINESS AND COMMUNICATIONS,
- COMPUTER SCIENCE AND COMMERCE
- JOURNALISM, FILM, THEATRE,
- PUBLIC RELATIONS AND PUBLISHING,
- GOVERNMENT AND LAW,
- TEACHING AND EDUCATION,
- TRAVEL AND TOURISM,
- HEALTH CARE
- SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY